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“Is this CO2 
thing really 

serious 
Grandpa?”

Cameron Hood
(age: ONE week)





Al Gore’s Climate Project



Source: NASA



The FOUR PERSPECTIVES
of Balancing your Scorecard:
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Figure 2 Sustainability as a driver of profit and shareholder value 

As this framework demonstrates, many of the benefits (and costs) of sustainability 

initiatives do not directly impact financial performance.  Rather they are intangibles that 

“need to be leveraged into higher cash flows” (Steger et al., 2007) through, for example, 

higher market share, lower risk premiums, or increased employee engagement leading to 

productivity gains.  This lack of direct causal links complicates the business case for 

corporate sustainability, and is discussed further later. 

Weber (2008) identifies five main business benefits of CSR (sustainability), all of which 

accord with the framework in Figure 2:  

1. Positive effects on company image and reputation 

2. Positive effects on employee motivation, retention, and recruitment 

3. Cost savings 

4. Revenue increases from higher sales and market share 

5. Risk reduction and management. 

These potential benefits to companies are discussed in more detail below. 

1. Positive effects on company image and reputation. 

Reputation may be enhanced through developing a corporate image founded on 

sustainability (Jennings & Zandbergen, 1995), providing a valuable basis for differentiation 

of new products and contributing to first mover advantage, as Body Shop, for example, 

demonstrated.  Reputation and early adoption may together lead to increased political 
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Think Sustainability Outcomes
(not just “Sustainable Results”)



Cost Benefit Analysis &
Benefit/Cost Ratio

Costs can be easily attributed to a given scope;

Externalities are excluded;

Benefits are difficult to quantify;

Costs occur now; benefits occur later (and later);

NPV is usually used to bring all costs to today’s value;

Thus, future benefits have less value than today’s costs

Benefit
Cost

> 1



How do we measure wellness?
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What is GDP?

GDP counts remedial and defensive 
expenditures (such as the costs of security, 
police, pollution clean up, crash repairs, 
emergency treatment, health costs, etc.) 
as positive contributions.

GDP is the summation of the $ value of all stuff and 
services measured at final point of use within a 

closed boundary..

PROBLEM 1:



What is GDP?

The GDP DOES NOT measure or express changes in a nation's:
■ Quality of life (e.g. happiness)
■ Unpaid labor (e.g. volunteering)
■ Intangible valuables (e.g. feeling secure, being well)
■ Real Savings (e.g. efficiency)
■ Standard of Living (e.g. betterment)
■ Uneven inflationary price changes (e.g. a housing bubble)

GDP is the summation of the $ value of all stuff and 
services measured at final point of use within a 

closed boundary..

PROBLEM 2:



Night lights as a measure of GDP
Crude Measures



Night lights as a measure of GDP
Crude Measures



The GDP is often precisely wrong
-  it's not measuring “progress”, just the 
making of stuff.

Nic Marks, a Fellow at the London-based New Economics Foundation

What is GDP?



Speaking of STUFF:



SSEE2011 International Conference

Annie Leonard
Paul Gilding (TBC)

Lord Mayor of Melbourne
Prof Rob Adams

Amanda McKenzie

Your name 
here?



SSEE2011 International Conference

24 - 26 October 2011

<www.ssee2011conference.com>

http://www.ssee2100conference.com
http://www.ssee2100conference.com


Back to STUFF

Linear Thinking
Resources

Transport
Design

Manufacture
Transport

Sale
Use

Disposal

Engineering input

WASTE !Start Stop





We need Systems Thinking

But, Nature does not make its stuff in a 
series of isolated activities, but rather a 

complex interconnected web of 
relationships all working together as a 

unified whole.

Every part depends upon, and supports 
every other part of the system....



We need Systems Thinking

Green Cells Animal Cells

      NO WASTE !



We need Systems Thinking

The PARADIGM Change

Engineering input
CLOSED LOOP

Design

Manufacture
Sale

Use

“Extended Producer Responsibility”
(Product Stewardship)

Recycle

Reuse

Redesign



Corporate Sustainability
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While sustainability is growing as a concept its definition remains unclear.  Gladwin et al. 

(1995) says the “construct is fundamentally infused with multiple objectives and 

ingredients, complex interdependencies, and considerable ‘moral thickness’”.  The most 

common definition is adapted from that of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (WCED, 1987, p. 8) for sustainable development (generally known as the 

Brundtland definition) as meeting “the [human] needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”   

In a corporate sense, the definition of sustainability is also unclear.  It is often seen to be 

synonymous with corporate social responsibility (CSR), “a concept whereby companies 

integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their 

interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (European Commission, 2010).  

Others suggest that while CSR “represents voluntary firm endeavours which benefit society” 

(Sprinkle & Maines, 2010), corporate sustainability focuses on long-run shareholder value 

(for example, Mays, 2003).  In a broad sense, corporate sustainability may be seen to have 

a three dimensional perspective of triple bottom line (social, environmental and economic) 

performance (Elkington, 1997), key stakeholder relationships (Freeman, 1984), and 

financial, legal and ethical responsibilities (Carroll, 1979, 1991, 1999) (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1  Three dimensional corporate sustainability model (to be redrawn) 

From this three dimensional model, corporate sustainability may be defined as the 

responsible management of the economic, environmental and social needs of, and impacts 

on, key stakeholders.  The inclusion of future generations among key stakeholders provides 

Sustainability 

From this three dimensional 
model, corporate 
sustainability may be defined 
as the responsible 
management of the 
economic, environmental and 
social needs of, and impacts 
on, key stakeholders.

The inclusion of future generations among 
key stakeholders provides a link to the 
Bruntland definition of sustainability and 
takes corporate thinking beyond the usual 
profit planning and reporting cycle.



Is this sustainability?



Is this sustainability?

A Magnificent
Engineering 
Structure?

OR,



Visual amenity degraded in the name 
of economic efficiency

& GDP growth....



Is this sustainability?



Is this sustainability?

818m     WHY?



OK, what is sustainability?

the ability to maintain an improving 
quality of life for all people, both now and 

into the future, whilst ensuring the 
continued availability of the natural 

resources and ecosystem services essential 
to supporting life on earth. 



Why is sustainability important?

It took 3.8 billion years to create the 
natural capital on which  life, and business 

on earth depends.

Our activities have destroyed forever 50% 
of that natural capital (ecosystem 

services)
in only the past 30 years.



Do we need to change?

“The definition of madness 
is doing the same thing 

over and over again, and 
expecting to achieve 

different results.”
Albert Einstein



Do we need to change?

Climate Emergency - global warming - 
climate change (lack of systems thinking);

Finite resources (peak oil);

Population explosion (planet’s carrying 
capacity);

Biodiversity loss (eco-system services); and

Greed (poor corporate governance).......



Photo: NASA



Source: National Climatic Data Center/NOAA
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Regional temperature increases for an average 4 C increase 
relative to 1890.
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Just how serious is this crisis?

A small change in the average of a variable can have a disproportionate influence on the frequency of extreme 
events of that variable.

2℃ shift results in a 26% increase severe discomfort
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No sea level rise



No sea level rise
7 m average WORLD WIDE 

sea level rise



• Land ice on Greenland
= 1,833,900 sq.km
- or 85% of Greenland.

• 3 km thick = 4,587,750 cubic kms of ice 
currently out of water

✴ ( = 8% of the world's fresh-water).

• As it melts water shrinks by 8%, so volume of 
water going into the oceans would be 
4,220,730 cubic kms.

The Greenland ice cap



• Surface area of the earth = 510,065,600 sqkm
• 70% is sea = 361,126,400 sqkm.
• Simple formula:
361,126,400 * x = 4,220,730
• giving x = 0.0116876 Km, or 11.687m of (vertical 

sided) sea level rise.
As much of this rise would flood land and increase the earth's 

surface water area expect the sea level rise to be somewhat less,

say about 7m rise
from a total Greenland ice melt.

The Greenland ice cap





IPCC 2007 Forecasts of global average sea level rise



MELBOURNE CBD

What would a 7m sea level rise look like?





“There’s no question that we 
are in a mass extinction 
spasm.”

David Wake
University of California, Berkeley



We are 
TRASHING 

our planet

Climate change, 
resource scarcity,

and
the loss of eco 

system services
is now 

seriously 
threatening 
to trash our 

economy



© Abbas/Magnum Photos

Is this our future?

Back to 
WELLNESS



Deepwater Horizon Oil Rig
Gulf of Mexico, April 21, 2010

© 2010 AP Photo/Gerald Herbert

Is this our future?



Gulf of Mexico, April 20, 2010
Deepwater Horizon Oil Rig

Source: The United States Coast Guard/Otto Candies



Gulf of Mexico
April 21, 2010

Source: The United States Coast Guard



Gulf of Mexico
April 21, 2010

Source: The United States Coast Guard



Gulf of Mexico
April 21, 2010

© 2010 AP Photo/Gerald Herbert



© 2010 AP Photo/Charlie Riedel

Is this wellness?



Do we need to change?

“The definition of madness 
is doing the same thing 

over and over again, and 
expecting to achieve 

different results.”
Albert Einstein



What about GROWTH?

The Limits to Growth - Club of Rome

1972

We simply cannot keep growing the economy 
(current model) forever on a finite planet



Limits to Growth



The End of Growth

Post Carbon Institute



The End of 
Growth

The End of 
Shopping



What do we do now?

“You cannot solve a 
problem with the same 
thinking that created 

that problem.”
Albert Einstein



Why is nothing being done?
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Why is nothing being done?

We’re too small to make a difference;

Task is just too big;

We are all too comfortable;

Cognitive Dissonance;

Fear of political blame for increasing 
costs; and

Disconnected from nature.



Who’s doing what to address 
Climate Change?



Who’s doing what to address 
Climate Change?

Prof William Laurance,  JCU, 2011



Who’s doing what to address 
Climate Change?

Prof William Laurance,  JCU, 2011

Australia, Indonesia, and 
Brazil world’s top deforesters



There is HOPE....



There is HOPE

Polly	  
Higgins



Polly	  Higgins

Planet	  is	  inert

=

Commodity

=

Imposed	  $$	  
Value 74

Planet	  is	  living

=

Responsibility

=

Intrinsic	  Value

OLD THINKING NEW	  THINKING

Trees	  have	  rights	  too!



• Permits	  to	  pollute;
• BAU;
• Trade;
• Hidden;
• Unaccountable.

75

Polly	  Higgins

OLD NEW
• Laws;
• Finance	  transi?on;
• Community	  
governance;

• Transparent;
• Accountable

= SLAVE =	  SERVICE



200 years ago......

• Human	  slavery	  =	  energy

76

TODAY......

• Planet	  slavery	  =	  energy



77

Instead of enslaving humans, we 
have enslaved our planet

Heavy	  extrac@ve	  industry	  
accounts	  for	  78%	  of	  all	  the	  

world’s	  man-‐made	  GHG	  emissions



200 years ago......

• to	  stop	  would	  wreck	  the	  economy

• to	  stop	  would	  lead	  to	  loss	  of	  jobs

78

300	  companies	  traded	  in	  slaves

INDUSTRY	  said	  slavery	  was	  a	  necessity
-‐	  society	  cannot	  do	  without	  it

So	  INDUSTRY	  proposed	  a	  solu@on:
• leave	  it	  to	  the	  market

• self	  regula?on

• limit	  numbers	  (cap)

• tradable	  permits

• pay	  fines	  if	  exceed



• to	  stop	  would	  wreck	  the	  economy

• to	  stop	  would	  lead	  to	  loss	  of	  jobs

79

300	  companies	  trade	  in	  energy

INDUSTRY	  says	  coal	  is	  a	  necessity
-‐	  society	  cannot	  do	  without	  it

So	  INDUSTRY	  proposed	  a	  solu@on:
• leave	  it	  to	  the	  market

• self	  regula?on

• limit	  numbers	  (cap)

• tradable	  permits

• pay	  fines	  if	  exceed

TODAY......



200 years ago, industry’s proposals were 
laughed at - human slavery was outlawed.

80

But,

Today,	  industry’s	  proposals	  are	  
being	  implemented	  -‐

planet	  slavery	  conJnues.

A CHANGE IS INDICATED........



<www.agic.net.au>

http://www.agic.net.au
http://www.agic.net.au
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New Board Member 
Denis Cook, newly appointed 
AGIC board member, is the 
Queensland Regional Director at 
Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB). 

The PB team has been 
committed to the concept of a 
sustainability rating scheme for 
infrastructure right from the 

beginning. PB provided a shared web document 
control system, founded and managed the Client 
Needs and Marketing Group and wrote AGIC’s 
submission to the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG). PB was recognised as a 
founding member in 2008 for their contribution 
to AGIC’s formation. 

Australian Green Infrastructure Council          www.agic.net.au  

April 2008 

Denis’ decision to become involved with AGIC, 
on a personal level, is also centred on the need 
to better understand sustainability in 
infrastructure. 

“Many people talk about sustainability, but we 
all find it difficult to be specific about what it 
means. 

“Applying the concept to infrastructure in all its 
forms is even more difficult, and I am keen to be 
part of an organisation that can advance industry 
and the community’s understanding of these 
very complex issues,” he says. 

Denis brings a great deal of experience working 
at the interface of government, community and 
project proponents in the assessment and 
approval of major infrastructure projects to the 
organisation. A personal goal is to continue 
towards a better balance between economic, 
social and environmental objectives and to 
provide more clarity and certainty for key 
stakeholders. 

AGIC would like to welcome Denis to the Board 
and also to the extended team. 

 
Latest Foundation Member 
AGIC would like to recognise one new 
Foundation Member, AECOM. 

To achieve Foundation Membership status, 
organisations must have provided additional 
startup contributions to the value of $15,000 
prior to 31 December 2009. 

AECOM has been recognised as a Foundation 
Member for their contribution to a number of 
critical AGIC tasks including the completion of 
the handy ‘Quick Check’ self-assessment 

checklist, facilitation of the 2008 tool 
development workshop, preparation of the Tool 
Development Project Manager contract and 
provision of administrative support relating to 
the pursuit of government funding. 

AGIC would like to thank AECOM for their 
commitment to AGIC and its vision. 

Foundation Membership is no longer available to 
new or current members who have not 
previously confirmed their intent to provide 
significant and direct support during AGIC’s 
establishment. However, a number of our 
members are working through their in-kind 
contributions which must be completed or the 
balance paid out in cash by 31st December 2010 
to be eligible for Foundation Membership. 

 
AGIC welcomes Liz Conway  
Liz Conway joined the AGIC team in August and 
over the past month has quickly found her feet 
as the AGIC Office Manager, with Doug Harland 
going on leave just two weeks after she started. 

Liz will give direct support to Doug in his role as 
CEO as well as providing support for the 
volunteers of AGIC. As the organisation grows 
Liz’s role will expand. 

Before joining AGIC, Liz was the State 
Coordinator of Sands for more than a decade.  
Sands is the provider of bereavement support for 
families who experience the death of their baby. 
Liz’s role included ensuring support services for 
parents were in place; advocating on behalf of 
parents; educating health care professionals; 
organisation of industry events. 

Liz notes her significant achievement as having 
been involved in the production of two films– 
‘The Story of Daniel’ and ‘Grief in the Work 
place.’ 

In seeking a career change, Liz looked for an 
ethical and forward thinking organisation, and 
was attracted to  the opportunities AGIC 
offered. 

Liz lives in New Farm, the centre of really good 
coffee, and believes that most good food should 
contain chocolate and be accompanied by fine 
wine. 

Liz’s ideal holiday destinations are Antarctica, 
Easter Island, the Galapagos Islands and Europe. 
In her spare time she loves to read. 

AGIC is pleased to welcome Liz to the team.

Scott Lambert
Director



AGIC Foundation Members



AGIC Foundation Members

Research Partner



AGIC Organisational Members



TOOL PRINCIPLES

• Cover environmental, social and economic dimensions
• Consist of seven or eight themes (easy for people to remember)
• Embody/reflect the National ESD principles
• Be useful across all project phases (design, construct, operate, 

maintain and decommission or further adapt)
• Names that would be meaningful within the industry
• Consider linkages between themes
• Able to interface with other processes such as GRI, Treasury rules, 

etc
• Not too lumpy – similar level of content within themes
• Categories should relate to actual outcomes



Planning & Design

Construction & 
Commissioning

Operation &
Decommissioning

AGIC Rating 
Scheme

Scheme Coverage



Assessment

One round of 
clarification

Screening 
out

Project
registers
for award

Self-
assessment

Submit
award
application

Independent
verification

Board
ratifies
award

AGIC
issues &
promotes
award

Independent 
Verification  and 
Appeals Panel

Improvement
recommended
to AGIC



Scheme Development Team

AGIC Technical 
Manager 16 from 8 

organisations

Category Author
Category Author

Category Author
Category Author

Category Author Peer Reviewer

Category Author Peer Reviewer

Category Author Peer Reviewer

Category Author Peer Reviewer

Category Author Peer Reviewer

Global Review 
Panel

Tool Development 
Project Manager

7 members 
across industry

GHD



Benefits of the AGIC Scheme 
to Infrastructure businesses

BENEFITSBENEFITS

AGIC THEMES
Cost 

savings 
Reputation Employee 

engagement
Revenue 

increase
Risk 

reduction

PM & 
governance

✓ ✓

Economic ✓ ✓ ✓

Resource use ✓

Emissions ✓ ✓

Biodiversity ✓

People & place ✓ ✓

Workforce ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: ✓ indicative onlyNote: ✓ indicative onlyNote: ✓ indicative only



Giving back WELLNESS



Giving back WELLNESS



Giving back WELLNESS



Giving back WELLNESS
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Directors to maximise shareholder 
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But it does not say when?



Does ASIC allow this thinking?

The law says it is the duty of a Board of 
Directors to maximise shareholder 
return......
But it does not say when?
We must convince shareholders that longer 
term survival and returns on investment 
depend on continuing healthy eco-system 
services, and societal wellbeing. 



Source: NASA



Source: NASA
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